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Apache Etch is a cross-platform framework that supports
real-time communication and is built for a wide variety of
client / server technologies. This tool allows you to create
and consume network services with minimum effort. You can
use this framework to implement scalable network services
which can be accessed by multiple client types. Apache Etch
Testimonial: With Apache Etch, you can easily create
scalable, multi-purpose, distributed network services. Here is
a simple example of a distributed stream engine using Etch
to listen to real-time updates from a publisher and store the
data in a persistent database. "Apache Etch" is an open
source project. You can download Etch here: Features of
Apache Etch: * Distributed: Apache Etch is a distributed
framework for development of real-time network services. It
is built on the JMS specification and supports a wide variety
of messaging technologies. * Real-time: Apache Etch is
designed for real-time applications. As a distributed
messaging engine, it allows network services to be accessed
from many client types. The stream engine's core is
extensible. It supports published and subscribed models. *
Consuming web services: Apache Etch can be used for data
streaming in a variety of client technologies. It is also an
excellent framework for developing high-performance web
services. * Reactive: Apache Etch provides a complete suite
of tools for developing and consuming reactive services. It
enables you to easily test, build, and run distributed reactive
systems. * Rapid: Apache Etch is fast, easy to use, and self-
documenting. It is ideal for creating and consuming real-time



services. * Readable: Apache Etch is a framework for
creating and consuming real-time services. It is highly
extensible, with a simple and readable API. It is the tool of
choice for developing real-time services in Java. To download
Apache Etch and start developing, see the Apache Etch
documentation. How to use: Download the distribution tar.gz
file. Unpack the distribution tar.gz file to a convenient
location. cd to the location containing the distribution tar.gz
file. Run the "etch" command to create a new Etch project.
To test the framework, see the "etch" command's --help
options. If you have any questions about using Apache Etch,
please see the
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This project is deprecated. Please use the newer Eclipse
project instead: Marble is a distributed, highly available,
realtime, message-oriented, peer-to-peer, distributed
application framework. It provides client and server
components that provide the foundations for application
design. The client provides facilities for managing the
movement of messages across a system and for the realtime
generation and presentation of messages and widgets. The
server component provides the facilities for managing the
movement of messages across a system, performing long
running computations and provides mechanisms for the
realtime generation and presentation of messages and
widgets. KEYMACRO Description: Marble is a distributed,



highly available, realtime, message-oriented, peer-to-peer,
distributed application framework. It provides client and
server components that provide the foundations for
application design. The client provides facilities for managing
the movement of messages across a system and for the
realtime generation and presentation of messages and
widgets. The server component provides the facilities for
managing the movement of messages across a system,
performing long running computations and provides
mechanisms for the realtime generation and presentation of
messages and widgets. KEYMACRO Description: Marble is a
distributed, highly available, realtime, message-oriented,
peer-to-peer, distributed application framework. It provides
client and server components that provide the foundations
for application design. The client provides facilities for
managing the movement of messages across a system and for
the realtime generation and presentation of messages and
widgets. The server component provides the facilities for
managing the movement of messages across a system,
performing long running computations and provides
mechanisms for the realtime generation and presentation of
messages and widgets. KEYMACRO Description: Marble is a
distributed, highly available, realtime, message-oriented,
peer-to-peer, distributed application framework. It provides
client and server components that provide the foundations
for application design. The client provides facilities for
managing the movement of messages across a system and for
the realtime generation and presentation of messages and
widgets. The server component provides the facilities for
managing the movement of messages across a system,
performing long running computations and provides



mechanisms for the realtime generation and presentation of
messages and widgets. KEYMACRO Description: Marble is a
distributed, highly available, realtime, message-oriented,
peer-to-peer, distributed application framework. It provides
client and server components that provide the foundations
for application design. The client 2edc1e01e8
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Apache Etch is a cross-platform framework that supports
real-time communication and is built for a wide variety of
client / server technologies. This tool allows you to create
and consume network services with minimum effort. You can
use this framework to implement scalable network services
which can be accessed by multiple client types.
Requirements: Apache Etch requires Java 1.3 or higher and
runs on a variety of platforms. Apache Etch requires Java 1.3
or higher and runs on a variety of platforms. If you run Etch
on a client platform other than the ones listed here you will
need to ensure that these dependencies are properly
installed before Etch will run on that platform. How to Install
Apache Etch: Apache Etch is available from the Apache web
site. To install this package on a UNIX system, type the
following command: tar xvfz etc/apache-etch-3.1.1.tar.gz cd
etc/apache-etch-3.1.1/ ./configure make make install You will
also need to make sure the Apache Etch web server is
running. You can start the web server using the startscript.sh
script located in the etc/apache-etch-3.1.1/bin directory.
Notes: * Some versions of Etch release may ship with a JDK
already installed. Please confirm that you are using the
version shipped with Etch and not the version of the JDK
shipped with Etch. * Etch requires Java 1.3 or higher. * The
default home directory for Etch is /usr/local/apache-
etch-3.1.1/ * Running the web server from the command line
is the recommended way to start Etch. * Etch includes a set
of "out of the box" example services. They are not intended to
be used directly, rather they should be used as a template to



start developing your own services. This is a simple example
of a distributed realtime service written in the Java language
that streams video from two remote sources simultaneously
to a single client. This example uses a message queue to
coordinate the streaming of each source so that data can be
sent between the service and clients as quickly as possible.
The example uses the JMS Provider API to deal with both the
message queue and the network connection management so
that the service can operate on multiple platforms and JVM's.
Example Java Source Code: package
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What's New In?

Apache Etch is a cross-platform framework that supports
real-time communication and is built for a wide variety of
client / server technologies. This tool allows you to create
and consume network services with minimum effort. You can
use this framework to implement scalable network services
which can be accessed by multiple client types. Version 1.0.2
is released! You can see changelog below. Please install your
own version before use. If you use this program, please
reference your local copy of Apache Etch. New in version
1.0.2: * added transport listener Support for using multiple
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connections is now supported, so you can use Etch as a
listener in order to collect data from multiple connections
and finally send it to the destination. *added SMTP connector
* support for password to be used in connector configuration
* added ability to define ETHDNS name and port
(ethdns.*.com:5353) Use ETHEF for ethdns.*.com and 5353
as the port. * added auto-detection for listener port * added
network error listener * added timeout handler * multiple
connector support (thru external and internal connectors) *
added ability to use a connector client filter * fixed a bug in
network error listener * socket-level support for timeouts *
more docs for internal connectors * other bugfixes * internal
connectors are now supported * additional features of
internal connectors * bugfixes * new doc for connectors *
new version of Apache Etch source code New in version
1.0.1: * added 'new' attribute for handler declaration * added
default transport handler * added support for 'keep-alive'
option * added transport idle handler * improved missing file
errors * added generic event listeners * added a HTTP
session handler * added ability to disable printing the host
name and port * added an exception to use lazy file handler *
improved the config file parser * updated documentation *
bugfixes * documentation for new features New in version
1.0.0: * improved error handling * ability to generate
response from handlers with return values * added debug
feature * improved handling of exception * added package-
level dependency configuration * fixed thread safety of
connector client handler * added a missing dependency
(javax.xml.transform) * added transport idle handler * added
connection id for transport idle * added a transport idle
handler to test connections * added a test class for transport



idle handler * fixed a bug in host name resolution * fixed a
bug in transport



System Requirements:

Operating System: OS X 10.9 (Mavericks) or later Minimum
System Requirements: Operating System: OS X 10.7 (Lion) or
later Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, NVidia GeForce
320M or better Additional Requirements: Internet
Connection: A reliable Internet connection is required to play
online. HDD: 10 GB of free space Mac Models: i
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